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INTRODUCTION
This application note considers some new techniques
for measuring impedance over the frequency range of
1 to 1000 MHz. These new methods are an improvement over conventional impedance bridge and slotted
line methods becuase they can be made rapidly over
very broad frequency ranges. These techniques eliminate balancing adjustments and funing for nulls required by interacting controls for the determination of
the real and imaginary parts of impedance. Only a
simple calibration is required over wide frequency
ranges with these techniques. The measurements are
straightforward and offer considerable time savings
in the measurement of complex impedance over the
1 to 1000MHz frequency range. Two Hewlett-Packard
instruments provide the capa.bility described: the
4815A RF Vector Impedance Meter and the 84054
Vector Voltmeter.

48I5A RF VECTOR IIIPEDANCE
O.5 to IOE MHz

METER

The HP 4815A1, shown in Figure 1, reads lZland7,
tan-1 of X/R, respectively on two meters from 1to
100 k ohms overtherange of 500kHz to 108MHz. The
instrument, which includes a test oscillator, has a
probe which senses thevoltage at the test devicewhen
a constant current from the 4815A is applied to the
unknown. Both the magnitude and phase angle of the
impedance are obtained by taking the vector ratio of
this voltage and current. The accuracy of the 4815A
is specified for both magnitude and phase. F.or lZl,
accu"acy is +4Vo of fulI-scale +(t/30 MHz + z/zlkA)Vo
of reading; for 0: r(3 " + f./30 MHz + Z/50 kO) degrees.
1Alom o, Blackwell, Marantz, "Direct Reading, FullyAutomatic Vector Impedance Meters. " HP Journal,
Jan 1967, p. 12.

48 15A offers the user a convenient, direct reading,
impedance meter useful for laboratory, receiving inspection and production line applications. A signal
source of 0.5 to 108 MHz is included although external
sources can be used which canbe swept at rates of up

The

to

1

MHz/sec. Analog outputs allow permanent data

recording.

E4O5A VECTOR YOIT'$ETER
I to IOOO llHz
For impedance measurements beyond the 100 MHz
range of the 48154, a complementary instrument is
the Hewlett-Packard 84054 Vector Voltmeter. It can
be easily adapted to measure impedance rapidly. The
8405A is a dual-channel millivolt/phasemeter which
operates over a three decade range from 1 to 1000 MHz.
It measures bothvoltage and phase differencebetween
its two input channets.2 This general purpose instrument is called a'rVector Voltmeter" since it also provides the phase angle between anytwovoltagevectors,
a missing piece of inJormation usually desired in many
voltage ratio measurements. With appropriate accessories to sample the incident and reflected waves on
a transmission line, which is terminated in the unknown
impedance, data can be read from the 8405A voltage
and phase meters directly into the Smith Chart. The
impedance range is nominallyfrom a few ohms to about
1 kO. It can be used outside this range, although with
reduced accuracy.

Although not

a completely self-contained instrument

Iike the 4815A Impedance Meter, the Vector Voltmeter
offers the user many other features arising from its
general vottage/phase capa.bilities. In addition to its
broad frequency range of 1 to 1000 MHz, it is quite

I

useful in such applications as measuring (1) gain and
phase margins of feedback devices, (2) resonances
and spurious responses of high Q filters, (3) electrical
tength of cables, (4) complete analysis of network
parameters, (5) phase linearity and group delay.,
(6) percent amplitude modulation of RF signals, etc. r
Furthermore, since fuII-scale sensitivity is 100 pV
(10 pV noise leve1) and bandwidth is only ! kIJz, attenuations of 85 dB or more can be rreasured easily and
accurately over this range.

The impedance measuring technique with the 84054
Vector Voltmeter measures both the forward (incident)
and reverse (reflected) traveling waves on a transmission line. This data then provides the real and
imaginary parts of the unknown impedance referenced
to 50 ohms. This technique is a more direct approach
than that of using the conventional slotted line. The
slotted line requires a measurement of the standing
wave ratio and then the shiJt of a voltage minimum when
the unknown is replaced with a short. Also, at low
frequencies the slotted line is not practical since its

2Frit, Weinelt, "Tlie RF Vector Voltrneter - An Im-

portar.rt New hrstrurnent for Arrplitude and Phase
Measurements from 1 MHz to 1000 MHz." HP Journal,

1. Probe and Read Z/0 Directly on the
HP 4815A RF Yector Impedance Meter

Figure

Volume 17, No. 9, Mey
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Figure 2. Measurement of Complex Input Impedance over 100 to 1000 MHz Range. Vector Voltmeter
Amplitude and Phase Meter Readings Entered Directly on Smith Chart for Impedance Determination.
(Smith Chart Transmission Line Calculator can be ordered from the Emeloid Company, 1289 Central
Avenue, Hillside, N. J., 0?205.)

physical size would have to be very long since it must
be at least one-half wavelength long to measure both
the maximum and minimum of the standing-wave pattern on the line. No adjustments at each frequency
are needed with the Vector Voltmeter technique: simply
read two meters, enter the vector on the Smith Chart,
and read the complex impedance,
THEORY

A

standing-wave pattern will be distributed along a
transmission line when there is a load connected to it
that is not equal tothe line?s characteristic impedance.
The standing-wave pattern is composed of the sum of
the voltage wave incident on the load, Ei, and the voltage wave reflected from this load, E..

At the load, the ratio of E. to Ei

and the phase angle
betweenthem are uniquelydetermined by the toad impedance. Anywhere along a lossless line the magnifude
of this ratio remains the same. The phase angle between E" and Ei, however, will vary along the line as

3. Angle 0 and magnitude lE./Ei I of incident and reflected waves at load'uniquety ae-

Figure

termined by load impedance.

3
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Figure 4. (a) Rectangular Impedance Chart.Right-Half Plane
is Transformed into Smith Chart. (b) Smith Impedance Chart.
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a function of distance from the load. However, the
phase angle of E*/Ei at the load can be measured re-

motelyfrom the impedanceplane, regardless of phase
shift. This is accomplished by offsetting the phase
on the 84054 with a front panel control. The appropriate offset angle isdetermined by an impedancethat
provides a known phase anglebetween theincident and
reflected voltage waves. A short provides a standard
calibration of 180' since in this case the reflected signal is always equal in magnitude to and 180'out of
phase with, the incident voltage, in order for the load
voltage (EL = Ei + E1) to equal zero volts.
REFLECTION COE FFICIENT AND IMPEDANCE
The ratio of reflected to incident voltage is called the
reflection coefficient, p. ft is a vector quantity. That
is, it has both magnitude and phase components. It is
related to the impedance connected to the line by the
equation:

z/zo

=

1+p

T4

Er/Ei=p=pb_g_

(0

Normally, reflectometer systems measure only the
magnitude of the reflection coefficient. From this
information onlythe VSWR of the device canbe determined. But by measuring the phase angle between the
incident and reflected waves impedance is now easily
obtained.

/^

Since this chart portrays onlythe positive realpart of
an impedance f rom equation (1), lpl is always S 1.
The reftection coefficient scale is shown along the
bottom of the Smith Chart.

By measuring the ratio Ep/Ei both in magnitude and
phase, the impedance is uniquely determined. For
e:<ample, in Flgure 5, P = .6 / +t04' is therefore
(.a + j.?)50 or 20 +j35 ohms.

p = lh: Z is an open circuit and is located at
point A on Figure 5. A i = L/180" is located at B
and represents a short circuit. [ = 0 is always at the
center of the Smith Chart and represents Z = Zo.
When p I equals one, regardless of the phase angle, Z
is either a short, open, or pure reactance since the
vector falls on the perimeter of the chart. Whenever
the phase angte is either 0oor 180o the unknown is a
pure resistance. A phase angle falling in the upper
half of the chart, d = 0 to 180o, is an inductivereact-'
ance while negative phase angles of 0 to -180" are
capacitive reactances. A Z - 0 Smith Chart shown in
Figure 6 can be used in e<actly the same way to find
the magnitude of. Z and its phase angle. For ! =
.6/+tO4' , z/zo = 50x.8/+60 = 40/+60" Q.
When

1

For measurements of VSWR or Refurn Loss onIy, the
relationships are

lpt
swR = 1*
r - lpl

USING THE SMITH CHART

Equation (1) can be solved algebraically to determine
the r,alue of Z/Zo once p has been measured with the
8405A. However, an impedance chart, called theSmith

Chart, easily solves this equation graphically. The

Smith Chart, shown in Figure 4, transforms the right-

half p1ane, or positive real part, of the rectangular
grid impedance chart into a circle.+ Although the
rectangular form is much easier to read, it extends
to infinity. The Smith Chart makes the inJinite im-

Return Loss = -20 log

coupler used.
+

90"

Iines of constant reactance are also shown from
+jX/Zs = 0 to*. Positive reactance lines are in the
upper half and negative reactance lines are in the lower
half of the Smith Chart.

6 canbeplotted directlyonthe Smith Chart as avector
originating from its center. This can be more easily

visualized by drawing Ei and Ep as vectors on the Smith
Chart as shown in Figure 5. E" represents a vector
that adds to the incident voltage Ei in the manner shown.
E* can have any phase angle frbm 0 to +180". The
angle is read alongthe circumference; CCW for positive angles; CW for negative angles. Its magnitude

varies from 0 to Ei linearly from the center to the
perimeter of the chart. Consequently, by letting Ei = t
(by measuringthe ratio E"/Eil to normalize the sca1e,
F = Er/Ei = Er. Thus, the Er vector represents p.
4See

"Introduction to the Smith Chart,

"

Microwave

Theory and Meazurements by Engineering SEIfoITne
Division, Prentice Hall,
ffie
Inc., 1962, p.93.

lpl

(de)

Both parameters can be read off radial scales provided
for a given value of lpl. Only the
absolutevalue of 6 is required sinceboth SWR andreturn loss do not include phase information. The large
dynamic range of the Vector Voltmeter allows small
values of VSWR to be measured easily. Accuracy is
limited primarily by the directivity of the directional
on the Smith Chart

pedance plane finite. Lines of constant resistance are
now transformed into circles fromR/Zs = 0 toeand

/^

5

Z-

Figure

.-90'
E CHART

6.

Z

-0

zo= a
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Measurement of Impedance with 8405A and 778D from 100

mEASURTNG P

IOO

I

to

IOOO XlHz

From 100 MHz to l GHz impedance canbe conveniently
measured in one setupwiththe use of a broadband dual
directional coupler. The Hewlett-Packard Model 778D
covers thefrequency range from 100 to 2000 MHzwith
40 dB directivityup to 1000 MHz. The equipmentconnections are shown inFigureT and shown inthephotograph of Figure 2.

i

I

To catibrate, a short tp = t /nO"1is placedonthe end
of the coupler, and a phase feference of 180" is seton
the vector voltmeter. This adjustment is made with a
line stretcher or cable, which has been adjusted for a
length which equalizes the signal pa.th from the signal
source to both A and B probes of the voltmeter. With
this adjustment, the reference phase angle of 180'
read on the voltmeter will then remain almost constant
as the frequency of the signal source is varied. Any
variation is due to coupler tracking. This tracking is
the ratio B1/Ay It can be measured over the desired
frequency range by noting its variance from 1.00 and
180", if any. This variation is typically negligible but
can be calibrated out, if required, for greater accuracy,
If measurements are required at only a few frequencies,
it is possible to set the phase with the 84054 phase
vernier to exactly 180' at each frequency.
With the unknown in place of the short, the magnitude

of DZ/AZ are measured. This quantity represents the p of the unknown since Ei is read
on channel A and Ep on channel B. Actually, the
and phase angle

I

measured quantities are reduced by the coupling factors of the dual coupler. However, the coupling factors of both auxiliary arms with respect to frequency
are very closely equal as indicated above and are

to

1000 MHz

ratio. For precise measurements,
B1/A1 is a correction factor that can be applied for
any small variation in the coupling factors and vector
voltmeter probe tracking. I pl then equals B2L1/A281,
cancelled out in the

For example, assume that at 375 MHz Bt/At is measured to be 0.985 /+779.5" with a short. With the unknown in place of the short BZ/AZ is measured to be
0,6/+104' . p is actually .6/.985 = 0.609 at an angle
of+104.5". 0.5" is oadded since the reference phase
angte required a +0.5 correction in order to read its
ture value of 180".
NEGATIVE IMPEDANCE
The vector voltmeter can also measure negative impedance with thesame setup shown in FigureT. From
equation (1) it can be seea that the real part ot Z/Zo
is negative when lpl ) 1. D When B/A., as read on the
instrument is ) 1, the impedance is negative and no

longer lies within the Smith Chart. This chart, as
mentioned previously, is a transformation of the positive real part of the impedance plane only.

However, it is still possible to use the conventional
Smith Chart for negative resistance.6 The negative
Smith Chart looks exactly the same as Figure 4b or 5
but the resistance scale is now negative(-R/26). The
reactance scales and reflection coefficient angles remain e:o.ctly the same. The only major change is in
the magnitude of the reflection coefficient. It is now
the reciprocal of that value which exists at the same
radial-Eisilnce on the positive real-component Smit]r
SSee Appendix A.

6p.tt. Sn itir, 'rA New Negative Resistance Smith Chart."
The Microwave Journal, June 1965.
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Figure 9. Subtracting Out Directivity of
Coupler at Specific Frequency Improves
Accuracy for Small Values of lpl.

I

Figure 10. Smith Chart Plot of Impedance
Accuracy over 100 to 1000 MHz

particularinstrument beingused. However, this error
isusuallynot significant since, as p becomes smaller,
the error caused by coupler directivity becomes the
overriding factor.
Using the above accuracies, the accuracy of the impedance transferred to the Smith Chart can now be
determined. One method is to substifute into equation
(1) with the maximum and minimum values of p and cal-

culate the range of Z/Zs. However, it is easier to
simply plot the ambiguity directly on the Smith Chart.
This is shown for several values of f in Figure 10.
Note that the error increases rapidlywith large values
of lpl. With values approaching .9, Z/zo can be in
error as muchas 10070. For example, aip = .S/9:
the real part of Z canmeasure between 650 to 2000 ohms
when the true value is 1000 ohms. The error in the
reactive part of the impedance can be similarly taken
from the Smith Chart. For p = .9 /L80" , a 2 ohm
resistor, measured values will vary from 1.25 to
3.8 ohms. The reason for these large errors for I p
close to 1 is evident from equation (1). The denominator of this equation is the factor 1 - p. Subtracting
two nearly equal numbers always rezults in a larger
error in thedifference than fromthe error in p itself.
I

I

Large errors from large and small values of impedance
are a result of the low characteristic impedance of the
transmissionline. Since 50O is the most common value
this limits this technique to impedance where Z falls
within the range of a few ohms to a kilohm. Most
transmission line components being measured for
impedance, however, are close to 50O since this impedance provides for best match for maximum power
transfer in 50Olines.

USEFUL BELOW 100 MHz

The setup of Figure 7 can also be used well below
100 MHz. The coupling factors of the 778D still track
closely together and directivity remains greater than
40 dB. The coupling factor of nominally 0. 1 (20 dB)
will decrease, however, and may call for a higher
amount of incident signal into the device under test iJ
the reflected signal level falls into the noise level of
the instrument. This is usually not a serious limitation except perhaps with some active devices which
require very low level input signals to prevent safuration. Even thenthe high sensitivityand low noise level
of the 84054 enables manytransistors andother simiIar devices to be tested below 100 MHz with this method.
mEASURTNG p
I ro IOO MHz
Another method can be used to measure impedance
referenced to 50Owith the 84054 from 1 to 100 MHz.
This setup is shown in Figure 11. Additional components required are the HP 11549A Power Splitter and
two HP 84914 Pads for isolation. Two HP 11536A
probe tees andone 908A Loadare also required. These
are used in the previous setupfor measurenients with
the 778D.
In this method the power splitter divides the test signal
into a reference and test channel. Reference channel
A measures onlythe incident signal Ei since this arm
is terminated in 50O. The unknown impedance is placed
on the end of the 8405A probe tee on the test arm. At
this point, charmel B of the 84054 will measure the
vector zum of the signal incident on the unknown and
the signal reflected from it. Since the 11549A is a

Page
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Figure 11. Measurement of Impedance
with 8405A from 1 to 100 MHz
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- 600
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- 5oo

Figure 13. Example of Impedance Method from
1 to 100 MHz Using Equipment in Figure 11

+ 9Oo
I

is off the Smith Chart, this indicates a negative real
part. Magnitude and angle of p can still be measured,
however, and treated in the same method as in the
previous section on Negative Impedance,

A short circuit is used for ilitial calibration to set a
180 " phase reference. However, because of differences
in signal path lengths for the incident signal and reflected signal to channel B, thp phase reference for
the short does not fall on the 1 480 " point on the Smith
Chart. The following example shows the procedure
to be used for measuring impedanc

\soo
\aoo

.600
- 500

Figure 12. Determination of Impedance from 1 to
100 MHz. Relationship of. Z/Zo to 1+ p Vector.
symmetrical power splitter, the ratio of B toA is then:

B/A

=+L

=

1+

p = l1+ olb_r_E_

This measured ratio is a vector quantitythat can also
to measure impedances referenced to 500. The magnitude of this
ratio is the vector sum of 1 + F shown in Figure 12.
The measured phase angle then determines the reactive
components of the impedance. Angles from 0 to +90"
are measured CCW and 0 to -90" CWas shown in Figure 12.8 The measured impedance is then read at th1
poi.nt of the 1 + p vector. If the measured impedance
SAngles > I gO'l wiII result f rom some impedances with
negative real parts. Positive real impedance will
always result in 01* p ( 90'. See Appendix B.
be plotted directly on the Smith Chart

e

with this technique.

EXAMPLE

At a particular frequency, with the short in place, B/A
is measured to be 1. l/+55.7'as shown in Figure 13.
Note that the tip of this vector is located on the outside
circumference of the SmithChartat a reflection coefo. This calibration reference point
ficientangle of +113
should lie on the circumference sincethe vector from
the centerof the chart to thispoint is p and itsmagnitude must equal one for a short. The phase angle of !
is offset, however, by 180' - 113' or 6?' in a CW direction from its true phase angle of 180". The phase
angle of the impedance to be measured therefore, will
have to be offset by 6?' in the opposite, or CCW direction, in order to correct for this initial phase oflset.

After replacing the short with the unknown, B/A or
1+ p is now measured to be 0.82/-6,1" . The point

F must then be rotated 67' CCW. This angle can be
conveniently plotted by striking off from point D the
distance SC with a pa.ir of dividers to where it intersects the circumference of the chart at E. The magnifude of p of the unknown, OF, is then measured off
from 0 along OE. This point X equals 50 (.9 - j.35),
or 45 - j 17. 5 ohms, and is tie impedance of the unknown.
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App1. Note 77-3

coefficient of .09 from the probe tee at the highest
with
i"uq"""y of 1 GHz. This constant will decrease
rarelv
will
error
mismatch
i;;,i";;";. The actual
since it assumes that this term is
;;;;r;ri this ralue
atways phased for a maximum error'

ACCURACY

error in lr * ol = +(' 02 + '09 P"2;
error in 0l + p = +(1. 5" + sin-1'09 pL2)
basically
Within the 1 to 100 MHz range, accuracy is
and mismatch
ii-ii"O rrv two f actors: ii.rstrument
1ow 8405A probe
;;;;;". hbou" a few hundred MHz
of this
usefulness
and
i-p"dar-t"e decreases accuracy
of 2Io
a
residual
has
error
magnitude
The
technique.
one
any
on
accuracy
clue to the instrument tracking

;;;g".
,'."'t.,
lr+ol.

"u*"- "oi-tOitions
for the second
assumed

APPENDIX

APPENDIX A

tta

0 for I p | )

also de-

B

Prove that positive leat impedances T?su,"99

1

1+peio - (1+Pcoso)+ipsino
(1 - p cosd) - ip sing
L - peie

t1\n/ry
\L) A/ Lo -

term' This error

with frequency and reflection coefficient'
determined by
"""u"""
i;;;dt""" uncertainty can n^ow b-e
p
on the
directly
1
+
of
the limits of error
pi"iii"g
'S*ltf, 6nt"t. This method will give a more accurate
the
deiermination of impedances near 50O than using
does
term
error
directivity
the
since
method
"o"pf""
not occur here.

between
The second term is the mismatch ambiguif unknown
the reflection betrveen the probe tee and the
load. This term assumes the worst case, a reflection

(

is the instru-

menterror and the second term is fromthe mismatch
The
t*ilig"nv-uetweenthe unknown and the probetee'again
for worst possible error are

Again. for any range swi'tch.ing.:n the 8405A
over of 1- pei' range step should be added to

Prove that the real part of Z/Zo

angle

first error term in the phase

The

900
I

multiplying numerator and denominator by
(r - !cos9 + jP sinO)

I
I

,1

+o

I

I
I

l- P2+i2Psino
(2) z/zo =
Q2 + | - 2Pcos0
]:!--:'o

Provetlrat Re[ z/zo1 =-P2+l-2Pcos?
Since 1 -P2is

Prove
- - "F that

.-i

-

2

-180"<6 (+180"

ahvaYs{0forP}1
(1)

p cos 6)>

forcos0=+t,
factoring:

By definition
lpl <. 1

for p)1

(P

0 for

p2

'

forcos 0= -1,
factoring: (p *

+

Re[

Z/Zo)to be {

l - 2P'>0

1)2 > o whlch is alwaYs true for

* I + 2P .>O
L)2 ) 0 which is always

P

)

1

p

)

1

p2

true for

h = PSinF = Psi n (180" - 0)

(2)&lhl <lpt

0

-'

lhl <

=

1

(3)a="in-1 IH;
( ) l1 + pl > 1 bY definition of lpl

(b).'.,,+t. 11
(G).'.a=sin-1

I

for positive real

ffi<so"

imPedances

psin0

